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Abstract 
The importance that the content acquires on the Web requires in the business context an increasing 
investment in hiring professionals who know well the paradigm of the digital reader. This reader is 
more and more demanding and informed, he does not waste time reading very extensive and 
descriptive information and, therefore, he focuses mainly on the titles and subheadings, the numbers, 
the keywords and the first paragraph. However, he let himself be conquered by stories that excite and 
help him solve his problems. 
The story that best positions and attracts the consumer attention is the history of the company. People 
like to know the history of the company. So often, when a consumer chooses a brand to consume, he 
chooses it because of the entrepreneurial company/brand history, the challenges it faced, the 
mistakes it made and above all, what it did to achieve the victory. 
The present study is part of a research in which the data were obtained through the administration of 
an online questionnaire survey to a sample (N = 89) of SMEs protocoled with the School of 
Technology and Management of Águeda - University of Aveiro (ESTGA-UA), in Portugal, within the 
scope of the curricular internships of the Degree in Retail Management and the Higher Education 
Training Course (TESP) in Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) Management. 
In the first part of the study, a diagnosis was made that allowed to know the reality and to draw the 
digital picture of these companies in three dimensions: to identify the social media used and the 
importance attributed to it; to know whether SMEs have a strategy for managing and producing digital 
content; and to identify the profile of the person responsible for the production/management of these 
contents. 
From this diagnosis it is concluded that SMEs, although they value and use social media to 
communicate, do not have a defined communication strategy, mainly due to the lack of human 
resources with specific training. In addition, it was also concluded that SMEs give great prominence to 
the platform of social interaction Facebook, although they consider the Website the most important 
digital platform. Based on this conclusion and on the studies that recognize the Website as the most 
important platform for the digital communication strategy (because it presents itself as a "gateway" to 
the company through search engine searches and allows to direct the users to the other channels of 
communication) we analyze the website of all the companies surveyed who identifies themselves and 
consider the website very important. 
It is intended to understand how the page that tells the story of the company and/or shows it can 
attract and thrill the audience while at the same time if it is able to create value to the brand. 
Keywords: ESTGA-UA, Social Media, Website, Digital Content, Business Communication, SMEs. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Technology changed the way we communicate and the way we interact with each other, and allowed 
the enterprises to communicate directly with their consumers through the share of relevant 
differentiating contents, which meet consumers’ needs and captivate them.  
The magazine The Furrow, created in 1895 by the enterprise Deer & Company, should have been the 
first one to work is what is known by Content Marketing. The purpose of this publication was to help 
and to instruct the farmers, making them more informed, to increase their professional activity [1, p. 
23]. 
The company can use the different channels it has at its disposal to made available content about 
herself, its products and services, as the brand’s official blog, as personal blogs and social networks. 
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However, the literature highlights the importance that the website has in the first contact with the 
potential customer, because it is a platform that aggregates information and a gateway to other 
communication channels as, for instance, the Social Media. The present article, inserted in an ongoing 
work, whose data already presented allowed to draw the digital picture of a sample of 89 SMEs 
protocoled with the Águeda School of Technology and Management - University of Aveiro (ESTGA-
UA), in Portugal, aims to understand if the companies’ websites have relevant and useful contents for 
those who access them and which elements are made available about their story, foundation, 
business activity and products/services; and if the companies’ websites provide the access to their 
social media. 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The founder of Content Marketing Institute, Pulizzy [2, p. 5], considers that “the marketing and 
business process for creating and distributing valuable and compelling content to attract, acquire, and 
engage a clearly defined and understood target audience – with the objective of driving profitable 
customer action.” More important than obtaining the immediate sales’ growth, the Content Marketing is 
a long-term strategy, which allows to build a relation of trust through a brand’s positive image. This 
way, Pulizzy [2, p. 5] relying on Maksymiw, defines the Marketing Content as “the process of 
developing and sharing relevant, valuable, and engaging content to a target audience with the goal of 
acquiring new customers or increasing business from existing customers”. Content Marketing is 
“relevant” and “valuable” [3] but demands “Content Strategy plans for the creation, publication, and 
governance of useful, usable content” [4] and the share of contents through an integration strategy of 
different communication channels. According to Lieb and Owyang [5], the effectiveness of content 
coverage is the result of the Converged Media of three channels of communication: owned, earned 
and pay media, as shown in the Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1. The Convergence of Paid, Owned & Earned Media (Source:http://www.web-
strategist.com/blog/2013/05/15/video-converged-media-integrating-your-paid-owned-and-earned/) 
The owned media includes the channels of communication that the company possesses or totally 
controls (websites, blogs and social nets as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube…), and in which shares the 
contents that allow to build relations with their clients; the earned media implies the presence of the 
company in non-controlled channels, because the content only results through the creation and/or the 
share of contents through their users (tweets, comments, videos, photos, open online communities or 
references in communication channels which are made by the company’s Public Relations); the paid 
media is made by paid channels (banners, Pay By Click, search ads, sponsors, sponsored links, pay-
per-post blogging), used by the companies to advertise their products and their services and to 
reinforce their presence among the consumers. 
The inherent costs of the paid media and the impossibility of controlling the share contents through the 
earned media reinforce the importance that the companies shall give to the owned media, because 
they can assume the control of the message just by being money-free and they ensure the desired 
positioning. Even, in the case of the Social Media, it is possible that these channels integrate 
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sponsored contents and that the control may not be total, as consumers may react and share their 
opinions directly in the comments. This reinforces the media’s convergence and the presence of 
overlapping circles of paid, owned and earned, and justifies the option of Dietrich [6] in distinguishing 
four channels instead of three: the earned, the paid, the owned and the shared (Fig. 2), in which it 
stands out the social media, that benefit the share of contents through their organic range, although its 
range is greater if it is paid.  
 
Fig. 2. Gini Dietrich (Source: http://spinsucks.com/communication/pr-pros-must-embrace-the-peso-model/) 
According to Otero [7, p. 735], the Social Media are a “vehicle to improve rankings on search 
engines”. According to this author, the bigger is the stake in social media and more the 
relevance/appeal of the information posted on a firm’s social media, “the more it improves the firm’s 
search engine rank”, and “the more likely it is to be shared with other consumers”. Besides, “this in 
turn escalates the number of followers, contributes to increased visits to the firm’s website, and leads 
to even higher search engine rankings” [7, p. 735]. 
Through the owned media, the company has the possibility of giving more visibility to the company’s 
institutional contents, organized and produced in the optics of the client to obtain information in a 
simple and direct way about a product/service which he seeks, with no extra costs. We are talking 
about the corporative content, usually shared on the website, a “basis of a platform used in the digital 
communication strategy that is the ‘key to [its] entire business' ”[8], which, as usually characteristic in 
the internet, allows to obtain information on experience attributes before purchase [9, p. 58] to visit 
“the informational website partially substitute for making trips to the offline store” [10, p. 3] and directs 
the consumers to the other channels of communication [11]. 
Nowadays, Kushwaha and Venkatesh, cited by Lahuerta Otero, Muñoz Gallego, and Pratt [7, p. 739], 
the “consumers have become multichannel shoppers, navigating alternative channels through different 
phases of the purchase process”. And even in the case that the “consumers rely on the sales team of 
an offline store more than they trust a website”, “a firm online presence thus becomes a powerful 
instrument, capable of attracting consumers to a store creating the possibility of a future purchase” 
and “the better the firm’s chances are of attracting revenues from consumers seeking to purchase 
offline as well [7, p. 731], which justifies the phenomena known by ROPO (Research Online, Purchase 
Online).  
The integration of an online shop in an informative website is an advantage, because it powers and 
strengthens the sale online and offline. This demands the inclusion of call-to-action, which directs the 
clients to actions that allow the purchase and the access to promotions, to special packages or to 
draws. Even, in the case of the small and medium-sized enterprises, often the scarcity or resources 
difficult the existence of an integrated strategy and demands the investment in simpler and more 
accessible strategies that increase the enterprises’ online visibility. This implies betting on the search 
engine optimization (SEO) and the search on the backlinks that contribute to the “process of affecting 
visibility in search engines” and ”creating profiles on the most visited social networks” [7, p. 731]. 
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Besides, on the website “firms can describe new product arrivals, sector trends, financing options, 
aftersales service, users’ opinions and other valuable information for both current and prospective 
consumers” [7, p. 731]. The website functions as “an appealing showcase where consumers can find 
what they want” [7, p. 735], with the advantage of being open 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, to 
reduce time and travel costs, according to Pawels et al. [10, p. 5], relying on authors as Mathwick, 
Rigdon; Ratchford, Lee and Talukdar, and to enable a more efficient decision-making. And the 
“customers who visit the website more frequently are more likely to be exposed to its (product) 
information and online communications” [10, p. 5] and the company can achieve a bigger range and 
have more visibility than in a physical store. The higher quality a website has, “greater your 
effectiveness in consumer attraction. This will ultimately increase the likelihood of a final purchase at 
your store” [7, p. 734]. 
About the contents, they must be as the decoration and mannequins in stores, which attract visitors to 
look at the physical showcase and shall give a positive image of a company and their 
products/services” [12, p. 268] and show the best we can find “inside” the store. 
Basically, it is essential that the website has a self-page, in which we find information about the story 
of the company and must have information about its foundations and the founders, its occupation 
area, its principal services/products, as general data (localization and contacts). The experience, the 
mission, values and point of view help to complement the company’s knowledge and the reference to 
conquests, distinctions and prizes, as well as testimonials and news are information that add value 
and credit to the company. Besides, the possibility that the client has to search those information in 
the website, allows the company through the observation of navigation patters or through the filling of 
forms and/or through questionnaires, to obtain certain “clues” which may be used later by the 
company to offer products that meet the needs of customers. The registry that the client may do giving 
his/her email and the permission to send his/her information, allows the company to create an 
important mailing list for later subsequent sending of newsletters or e-mail-marketing. For this reason, 
it is important that the website allows the sending of a message to obtain more information or to 
subscribe a newsletter or simply to activate the subscription of the newsletter.  
Other essential concepts in a website are the usage of storytelling techniques to create stories that 
stay in the memory and that captivate the client, resort to testimony, to prizes or other ways of external 
validation, instead of self-praise and to use real photos (of the team and of the enterprise’s 
installations) and not to use photos from picture banks to introduce the company, the team, the 
services and the products are also essential concepts in a website. This way, it will be easier to 
introduce the company, its services and products, to create a link with its customers, based on trust 
and to boost conversions and sales.  
Thus, “achieving visibility is only possible if the firm’s website is well designed. Websites must provide 
updated, rich, and valuable information presented in a simple, usable, error-free way” [7, p. 733]. The 
building of a site is a process that demands creativity, knowledge and control of the principal existing 
codes to the construction of pages totally answerable, that is to say, it should automatically adequate 
to the different users’ devices, in order “to be highly ranked and easily accessible by customers” [7, p. 
731]. 
A well-elaborated site must provide an excellent access experiment to the user, whether in the 
functional aspect, as well in the visual aspect, and shall respect the ten principles of use that 
guarantee the website to be usable and functional, from the point of view of the users’ necessities and 
the context in which they live [13]. The degree of usability of a website determines its success, that is, 
the certainty that the user finds whatever he/she seeks. 
Once the guaranteed visibility through easy navigability is done, it is equally fundamental that the 
company defines a strategy of creation of effective and up-to-date content, because “consumers will 
be less likely to revisit a website if the information is not updated” [7, p. 733]. 
An important element is a website which is often overlooked is the Page About Us or Our Story 
content, that may be so unique as its label, its products and its own life story. The consumer likes to 
know the entrepreneurial history of the company/label to know the challenges it faces, the errors it 
committed or the failures that have surpassed and what has it done (and what has been doing) to 
reach the victory [14, p. 937]. For this reason, the first story the company must tell is the company’s 
own story. Stern [15] identified three necessary elements of a story: chronology (has an internal 
temporality); causality (an initial event results in a response by a character, actions are undertaken to 
achieve goals, and these actions result in an outcome) and character development (the consumer 
perceives the state of mind of the story’s protagonist, understanding what he/she thinks and/or feels. 
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Thus, according to Denning [16, p. 42], “there is no single right way to tell a story: Narrative – also 
known as storytelling – includes an array of tools, each suitable to a different business”. The author 
distinguishes eight objectives and considers that the story that counts is determinant to persuade and 
to lead to actions. For instance, “a story that communicates a complex idea and springs people into 
action - is positive in tone. Such stories are usually very brief and talk about a change that has already 
happened” and “using a story with negative tonality will generally fail to spark action” [16, p. 42].  
A story is a “natural way of human communication” [17, p. 35] and one of the oldest and most powerful 
modes of communication [18], whose power of persuasion is superior to an artillery of evidence, data, 
testimonials or arguments [19]. The term defines itself as an understanding strategy and of interaction 
among the different individuals, which airs, to foster the creation of fictional narratives and the 
promotion of new ways of understand real events [20]. 
In the organizational context, the technique of storytelling allows the analysis of the memory [21]. 
Moreover, the creation of the memory is more than a chronological data set, products’ launch dates or 
even prizes won. It is a mainly narrative strategy [22] able to identify the company’s evolution and 
performance [23]. It functions as a means of transmitting messages and feedbacks and as a stimulus 
that makes the development of activities that make sense for the whole organization [24]. The 
narrated stories have the capacity to strengthen the content transmitted, making them more emotive 
and easy to memorize, and therefore, more effective in retaining consumers [25]. For this reason, 
today, many companies almost do not speak about the brand or about the quality of their products, but 
prefer to tell a good story, thus establishing a more affective relationship with their clients [20, p. 591]. 
This change is understandable because, according to Ramzy [25, p. 53] “the people don’t buy 
products, but the stories that these products represent”. As they also do not buy brands, but the myths 
and archetypes that those brands symbolize”. In this way, although companies offer products and 
services, what consumers are buying will not be exactly what a brand sells, but how it sells and how it 
can make you dream and believe in dreams, as the traditional children’s tales used to do [20, p. 591]. 
It is in this narrative technique that the words are essential to tell stories, the usage of images is also 
very appealing, as it promotes the dialogue with the consumer and allows him/her a greater 
involvement with that particular product. In addition, some contents produced with the use of the 
graphic visual representation, the infographics, captivate the reading. The way of organizing the 
information helps the assimilation of information more complex [14]. 
3 METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this essay is to do an exploratory study regarding the content of the website of 28 
SMEs that identified themselves in the survey applied to a sample of 89 SMEs protocoled with ESTGA 
within the scope of the curricular internships of the Degree in Retail Management and the Higher 
Education Training Course in SME Management. This essay is a continuation of a larger study about 
digital communication in SMEs [11].  
The websites were reviewed between 21 and 28 of January of 2019. The companies whose websites 
are analyzed are not identified. This analysis examine the content of the website and aims to assess 
in what way: 
1 Does the website has all the information that allows visitors know it and contact its (history, year 
of foundation, founders, Business activity, products and services, location and contacts and the 
possibility of sending a message or clarifying doubts through chat)? 
2 The website has content that allows adding value to the brand/company/ products/services? 
3 The website presents itself as a gateway to social media? When was the last update of 
Facebook? 
To check if the sample of companies (N=28) have links to social networks from the website and check 
the latest update dates of the content on Facebook page all the websites were analyzed on Thursday, 
the 24th of January of 2019. To check if these companies make updates in the weekend, another 
analysis was made again on Monday the 28th of January of 2019. 
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4 RESULTS 
4.1 Does the website have enough information to know the company and to 
contact it? 
Table 1 presents the elements that the website of the 28 SMEs analyzed makes available to visitors 
and that allows them to know the company, namely its history and information regarding the 
foundation and the founders; business activity and services / products.  
None of the websites lists the five elements taken into account for the analysis. In 11 websites are 
presented the three elements: Foundation year; business activity; products/services, showing more 
complete information, but on the other hand, 2 companies only provide information about business 
activity, 4 about their history, 2 about the founder and 1 about their products/ services.  
Overall, the focus is on the business activity and its products / services and Business activity. 
Although the highlight in these 2 elements only 19 (67,9%) websites present photography 
gallery/portfolio. 
Table 1. Items about companies 
Elements Frequency % 
Foundation year; business activity; products/services 11 39.3 
Business activity; products/services 5 19.9 
Foundation year; business activity; 3 10.7 
History; Foundation year; business activity; products/services 4 14.3 
Foundation year; founder; business activity; products/services 2 7.1 
Business activity 2 7.1 
Products/services 1 3.6 
Total 28 100 
The presentation of the mission, vision and values helps website’s visitors to know the company. 
However, 12 (42,9%) of the websites analyzed do not refer to any of these elements. 11 companies 
(39,3%) mention the Mission, vision and values; 2 (7,1%) indicate only the mission, the same number 
as those that indicate the values; and 1 (3,6%) presents the mission and values. 
When analyzing the contents related to the location and contacts made available by the companies on 
its website, we find that 4 (14,3%) did not provide the map where the company is localized; in the 
remaining 24 websites we have the contacts and the map with the location of the company. 
It is important that the website offers the possibility to the visitors to contact the company and to obtain 
more information or clarifying doubts about the company and their products/services. In 24 of the 
websites, they make possible to make contact with the company directly through a message; 5 offer 
the possibility to subscribe to the company newsletter and only 1 have chat (Table 2). 
Table 2. Ways to contact the company 
 Direct message contact Newsletter Not applicable 
Direct message contact 20   
Newsletter 3 2  
Chat 1   
Not applicable   2 
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4.2 Does the website have information that allows adding value to the brand/ 
company/ products/services (testimonials and news about the company, 
prizes, news and product content, namely specifications, photos…)? 
The websites analyzed seem to show that there is no concern about disseminating content that adds 
value to their brand and products / services, 5 SMEs provide testimonials and 1 share news about the 
presence of the company in an event. It should be mentioned that the 4 companies that refer to 
relevant contents that respond to the necessities of costumers, that create traffic and add value to the 
company. These contents are integrated in the Content Marketing Concept related to the company’s 
activity and one of them has a video with technical specifications and installation of their materials. 
4.3 Does the website present itself as a gateway to social media? When was 
the last update of Facebook? 
There are 22 companies that present links but only in 19 of them it is possible for visitors to access 
social network through the website. 10 of them have the icon on the foot of the page without visibility / 
highlight, in 4 of them the icon is not activated or allows you to share in the chronology of the user the 
content of the website’s page; 5 of them highlight the social networks on the right side at the top of the 
page, giving its visibility.  
The link to Facebook, the most used platform, is in 21 of these websites, but 5 companies have the 
icon inactive of just let put a link on the page. Facebook is also a platform with more recent updates, 
although there is a great heterogeneity in its update as can be seen on table 3. 
Table 3. Facebook: Periodicity updates 
Periodicity Frequency % 
+ than 4 years 1 6,3 
+ than a year 1 6,3 
+ than 1 month and – than 2 month 1 6,3 
+ than 1 week and – than 1 month 7 43,8 
+ than 1 day and – than 1 week 3 18,8 
Less than 24 h 3 18,8 
Total 16 100 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
As the literature highlights, the power of the internet it is undeniable and, at the same time, one 
opportunity that SMEs should take advantage to assert themselves and to be more competitive. 
Internet and the corporative websites are an important source of information for most consumers to 
find products and services or to gather valuable information before making a purchase [7]. In order to 
accomplish this goal it is important that the company’s website has a page about itself, in which its 
history is given and as well as information about the foundation and the founders; the area of 
operation, the main services / products, as well as general data (location and contacts). Experience, 
mission values and vision help to complement the company’s knowledge and the reference to 
achievements, distinctions and awards, testimonials and news are information that adds value and 
gives credibility to the company.  
The analysis of the website’s content demonstrates that each company made available different 
elements about itself, its story, product/services, business activity, localization, mission, vision and 
other information that adds value to the company, brand and products / services. In some cases, the 
contents are dispersed, laconic, not responsive and incomplete that does not allow or make difficult, to 
those who visit, to know the company well, and, in other cases, the content do not attract and even 
discourages the visitor to continue reading the contents of the website (an illustrative example is how 
one of the companies presents its history: in an extensive and unappealing way that, as written on the 
website, takes 10 minutes to read. This example shows, at the same time, that the strategy of 
Storytelling is not applied by the SMEs). 
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SMES made available more informative content and, above all, highlight what they do and the 
products / services they offer. The sample of the companies in sharing relevant and interesting 
contents that attract and respond to the need of the users of internet is practically non-existent. The 
use of photographs, in spite of being used, in some cases are from banks of images or of reduced 
quality, adding little value to the company. This scenario leads us to conclude that companies have a 
long way to go to take advantage of the potential that digital transformation can being, namely to 
ensure its visibility, to provide detailed information on its own website, and eventually to lead 
customers to a final purchase [7]. 
The case study allowed to conclude that the companies focused use social networks, and in 23 of 28 
of them, links to these networks are available from the website. However, the analysis of these links to 
Facebook indicate that the actualization of the shared contents does not follow the behavior of the 
users. Regarding the weekend update, it is seen that only one company did an update on the 
weekend. These data confirm the results already evidenced in the first case study carried on [11]. 
In the same way it is important to ensure that complete, clear, current, concise and accurate 
information on the website to empower and attract consumers to the forum, it is an advantage for 
companies to have their social networking pages updated. It is important to note that social networks 
have the advantage of being closer to the users; they allow more interaction and generate more traffic, 
resulting in a greater visibility for the company and a greater projection of its services / products. 
5.1 Limitations and future research  
The study presents some limitations, which are largely related to the sample of websites analyzed 
(and the websites’ content, namely not using the storytelling strategy to tell the story of the company) 
and that can be overcome by extending the analysis to a larger number of companies. 
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